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Introduction

The availability of manned laboratory facilities in space offers wonderful opportunities and
challenges in microgravity combustion science and technology. In turn, the fundamentals of
microgravity combustion science can be studied via spectroscopic characterization of free radicals

generated in flames.

The laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) technique is a noninvasive method of considerable utility in

combustion physics and chemistry suitable for monitoring not only specific species and their
kinetics (ref. 1), but it is also important for imaging of flames (ref. 2). This makes LIF one of the

most important tools for microgravity combustion science. Flame characterization under
microgravity conditions using LIF is expected to be more informative than other methods aimed at
searching for effects like pumping phenomenon that can be modeled via ground level experiments

(ref. 3). Importance of LIF for two-dimensional temperature and species measurements, and for
visualization and imaging of flames in microgravity was especially emphasized at the Second
International Microgravity Workshop (ref. 4). However, it was noted that the lack of reliable,
portable lasers tunable in the UV, based most probably on solid-state active media, was a major
constraint for conducting actual microgravity experiments.

A primary goal of our work consisted in working out an innovative approach to devising an LIF-
based analytical unit suitable for in-space flame characterization. It was decided to follow two
approaches in tandem:
(i) use the existing laboratory (non-portable) equipment and determine the optimal set of parameters
for flames that can be used as analytical criteria for flame characterization under microgravity
conditions; and
(ii) use state-of-the-art developments in laser technology and concentrate some effort in devising a

layout for the portable analytical equipment.

This paper presents an up-to-date summary of the results of our experiments aimed at the creation
of the portable device for combustion studies in a microgravity environment, which is based on a
portable UV tunable solid-state laser for excitation of free radicals normally present in flames in
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detectableamounts.A systematicapproachhasallowedus to makea convenientchoiceof species
under investigation,aswell asthe proper tunable laser system, and also enabled us to carry out
LIF experiments on free radicals using a solid-state laser tunable in the UV.

On the proper choice of analytical species and precursors

The hydroxyl (OH) radical is an important species for combustion studies due to many reasons.
According to recognized experts in combustion science: (i) the OH radical is convenient for study
in a flame environment because its spectrum is easily characterized (unlike, say NO2) and excited

(ref.5), (ii) agreement between the experimental and calculated OH profiles is excellent (ref. 6),
which makes OH an appropriate analytical candidate for flame-profile characterization under
microgravity conditions. Compared to other radicals born in flames, the LIF signal from OH
radicals is very strong and no complications associated with their detection occur. Therefore, the

requirements for the UV tunable laser output energy are not so stringent; as well as requirements
for the high voltage applied to the photomultiplier tube (PMT) normally used for LIF detection are
more flexible. Thus, by choosing the OH radicals as the species for microgravity combustion

studies, the weight-dimension characteristics of the analytical unit (including the tunable UV laser
and the PMT-detection system) can be minimized, which is extremely important for airborne
measurements in flight and aboard spacecraft.

A second important issue for in-flight and/or drop tower microgravity combustion experiments is a

proper choice of precursors to obtain OH radicals. Part of our efforts has been devoted to the
search for molecular precursor species that would be appropriate for investigation of combustion

processes in flight (space) microgravity experiments. Another goal of these experiments has been
to search for appropriate laser excitation regions that would yield data sensitive to a range of
experimental conditions, so that besides being suitable for visualization and imaging of flames, we
can also expect it to be appropriate for the search of gravity-sensitive features in laser-induced
fluorescence excitation spectra recorded during flight experiments. Based on considerations of

availability, the alkane family of gases - methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6) and propane (C3H8), in
order of increasing molecular weight and complexity - were chosen for burning. One expects a
measure of commonality in free radical formation from the above gases due to their chemical

similarity. This expectation was confirmed for air flames, when we studied laser-induced
fluorescence excitation spectra for three alkane gases, recorded using a monochromator (emp.loyed

at this stage as a variable nan'owband UV filter) set at different wavelengths in a wide regxon of
fluorescence from free radicals produced under air-combustion conditions. Fluorescence was
detected using a R-1477 type PMT attached to the exit slit of a low-resolution (f=100 mm; F/3.5
aperture) H-10 type monochromator. The choice of this particular type of PMT was determined by
its reduced sensitivity to the direct light from an open flame in the spectral region of registration
(chosen to be 320 - 500 nm for OH radicals under consideration). The subject of study was the
flame from a regular burner (without any premixing of gases) placed just in front of an entrance slit
of the monochromator. No optics were used to image the flame on the entrance slit of the

monochromator. Experimental set-up for these measurements is sketched in Fig. 1. Excitation of
the OH radicals born in the combustion process was accomplished by a slight focusing of the

tunable UV laser radiation (output radiation spectral bandwidth of 0.07 nm) in the 305-311 nm

wavelength region within the flame. The excitation region corresponded to the A 2E÷ - X 2rI (0,0)

OH-absorption band. Tunable radiation in this part of our work was obtained in a traditional
manner, using a tunable dye laser in the visible region of the spectrum, with subsequent frequency-
doubling (described elsewhere, e.g., ref. 2, 5, 6). The lifetime of observed fluorescence was short
and could not be measured very precisely within the time response limitations of our detector

system used for these preliminary experiments.
The preliminary conclusions drawn from the series of experiments performed are as follows:

• For the three alkane gas-air flames, LIF excitation spectra recorded at the same registration
wavelength are very similar. Since, analytically there appears to be no preference, the choice of
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anappropriatespeciesfor burningmay verywell bemadetakinginto accountflamestability,
priceof startingmaterialsandweight-dimensionconsiderationsrelevantto a flight experiment.
According to our data, the ethane-aircombustionprovides an exampleof the so-called
fluctuationflameevenunder ambientconditions,which makesit inappropriatefor studying
importantmicrogravitycombustionfeaturessuchasthepumpingphenomenon(ref. 3). On the
otherhand,if wecomparemethaneandpropane,their flamesareequallystable.At this point,
propaneseemsto bethemostappropriate,becauseit is availablein a condensedstateat room
temperatureandatrelativelylow pressure,andwill occupylessspaceaboardanaircraft.
LIF spectraof alkane-airflamesexcitedin theregionof theA 2L'+- X 2I-1(0,0) OH-absorption
bandaresensitiveto changesin experimentalconditions(i.e., spectraaretemperature-sensitive
and positionally-sensitivein the flames). Also noticeableis their sensitivity to a particular
wavelengthof registration.As an example (because the results obtained with other studied
alkane-air flames are qualitatively the same), Fig.2 shows LIF excitation spectra of a propane-
air flame recorded at a registration wavelength of 330 nm (a) and 324 nm (b), respectively. The

registration spectral bandwidth was FWHM = 4 nm. A comparison of Fig.2 (a) and (b)
indicates a drastic change in the appearance of the excitation spectra with a change in
registration wavelength by only 6 nm; and to the left and to the right of the spectral point
around 327 nm there is no qualitative change in the spectra over a range of 60 nm. The reasons
for such behavior are still under consideration, but it is quite clear that such anomalous alkane-

air flame features may be useful for studies under microgravity conditions.

Analytical Application Of the LiCaAIF_:Ce 3÷ Laser for Combustion Studies

As mentioned above, the main problem that one faces trying to devise a portable unit for flame
characterization via UV laser induced fluorescence (LIF) analysis in space is that conventional

(corranercially available) Wv" rcaaable lasers are extremely cumbersome and energy-consumh'ag
devices that are not suitable for in-flight experiments. Indeed, such lasers, in addition to a pumping

source (usually a YAG:Nd laser with an attached nonlinear frequency-doubler) need a tunable dye
laser in the orange-red region of the spectrum and should be provided with a dye circulation
system, as well as a system for frequency-doubling of the dye laser radiation with a servo-tuning
system to follow the wavelength changes ("Autotracker") and also a system for separation of the
visible and UV beams emanating from it ("Frequency Separator" in Fig. 1). Proceeding from state-

of-the-art developments in quantum electronics, a reasonable way to overcome the problem is to
use an all-solid-state tunable UV laser that employs direct pumping of the UV-active medium by
UV harmonics from a YAG:Nd laser, and with no frequency transformation after the tunability

stage (ref. 7). This emerging laser technology, which is only two years old, may allow the
overcoming of drawbacks characteristic of traditional tunable UV laser systems. Promising results
in this field have been demonstrated on the LiCA1Ft: Ce 3+ (LiC_AF:Ce) laser developed recently by

M.Dubinskiy and co-workers (ref. 7-9) and the LiSrA1Ft:Ce '÷ (LiSAF:Ce) laser developed at the
Naval Research Laboratory (ref. 10) and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (ref. 11).
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach we have carried out preliminary experiments and
succeeded in obtaining first positive results studying LIF of flee radicals under the LiCAF:Ce UV
tunable laser excitation at Howard University's Laser Spectroscopy Laboratory. Our
considerations relevant to the choice of the source, a discussion of its advantages for applications

such as flame characterization in space, and the results themselves, are summarized below.

Well-studied free radicals (that are also well-described theoretically and are therefore good

combustion model subjects) axe hydroxyl (OH) (ref. 12) and methoxy (CH30) (ref. 13, 14),
which have analytically convenient excitation bands located in the 280 - 298 nm spectral region.
Analytical equipment for routine LIF experiments with these radicals comprises usually an excimer
laser delivering over 0.1 J of energy for photolyzing the precursor and a tunable ultraviolet laser
consisting of a dye laser and a doubling stage for excitation of the fluorescence from the flee
radicals (ref. 15). As was emphasized above, it is hardly possible to use such equipment in space
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becauseit is extremelycumbersomeandenergy-consuming.To thebestof our knowledge, there
have been no attemptsto devise a portableall-solid-stateunit suitable for spectroscopic
measurementson free radicals in space. Such a developmentcould promote significantly
microgravitycombustionscienceandapplications.

The key-factorgoverningthe designof a portabletunableUV laser for LIF excitation is a
properchoiceof "pumpingsource- activemedium"combinationso asto (i) avoid complications
andenergyconsumptionrelatingto thedyesolutioncirculationandphotochemicalinstability, (ii)
to usethe sameefficient laser sourcefor photolyzingthe reactionspeciesand for pumping the
activemedium,and (iii) to provideashigh aspossible"wall-plug" conversionefficiency for the
deviceasa whole. Giventhenumberof state-of-theart possibilities,we choseto use the newly
discoveredsolid-statetunableUV laserbasedon the LiCaA1F6:Ce3÷(LiCAF:Ce) single crystal
pumpedby thequadrupledoutputof aQ-switchedYAG:Nd laser(ref. 7-9). Our choiceis based
on thefollowingconsiderations:
(i) - LiCAF:Celaseris extremelyefficient(mostrecentdata- up to 30% slopeefficiency (ref. 11)
andphotochemicallystable(ref. 7,8,11);
(ii) - its availabletunability (281 - 297 um)(ref. 7,10) coversthe regionof excitationof OH and
CH30freeradicals;
(iii) - 266-nmpumpingradiationis efficient enough for photolyzing the precursorspecies,if
necessary(ref. 16);
(iv) - LiCAF:Celaseris thefn'stknown all-solid-stateUV tunabledevicewith directpumpingso
thattheportableunit devisedwill becompact.
For our fh-stexperimentswechosethemethoxyradical,becauseits LIF is not so easyto observe,
and thus observationof LIF using an all-solid-statetunable laser would be better proof of
feasibilityof approach,thansayobservationof OH fluorescence.

Fig. 3 representstheexperimentalarrangementfor recordingtheexcitationspectraof free radicals
in the291.5- 296.5um spectralregionbasedontheLiCAF:Ce tunablelaserpumpedby the fourth
harmonicof theQ-switchedNd-YAG laser.The 266 nm output (about10mJ) was split into two
beamsof equalintensity,oneof which wasusedfor photolyzingtheprecursorandthe otherwas
usedto pumpthelasercrystal.Pulserepetitionrateof the computer-controlleddevicewas 10Hz;
theLiCAF:Cetunablelaseroutputhadaspectralbandwidthof 0.15cm1, andthe speedof spectral
scanningwas0.5nm/min.Tunabilityof theLiCAF:Ce laserwasprovidedby a step-motor-driven
Littrow-mounteddiffractiongrating. An opticalschemewith counterpropagatingphotolyzing and
excitationbeamsfocusedby fusedsilica lensesinto thereactionvacuumchamberwasemployed.
Fig. 4 representsatypicalexcitationspectrumof themethoxy(CH30)radicalin thespectralregion
291.5- 296.5nmobtainedusingtheabove-citedarrangementwith CH3ONO"precursoranda time
delayof 8 lxsbetweenthephotolysisandprobepulses.

Thus,thelaboratoryexperimentshowsthattheideaof usingtheLiCAF:Ce laserasanexcitation
source,in conjunctionwith a266 nm pumpinglaserasa meansfor photolysis of the precursor
species,providesareliablesolutionfor routineanalyticalinvestigationsof combustionprocessesin
spaceundermicrogravityconditions.
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Figure 1: Experimental arrangement for recording laser excitation spectra of
free radicals in alkane-air diffusion flames.
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Figure 2: LIF excitation spectra of propane-air flame: (a) Registration wavelength 324 nm; (b) Registration
wavelength 330 nm.
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Figure 3: Experimental set-up for recording the UV excitation spectra of free radicals using a tunable all-solid-state
LiCAF:Ce laser.
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Figure 4: Laser excitation spectrum of the methoxy (CI-_ O) free radical.
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